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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
What a fabulous February! Our campaign month was
the most successful in our history, with unprecedented
levels of support throughout the game, and this has
provided a fantastic boost for everyone who wants
to see homophobia, and all other forms of prejudice,
eradicated from football.
Over half of the 92 professional league clubs supported
the campaign, including 15 of the 20 Premier League
teams, alongside a strong number of County FAs,
non-league and women’s clubs. In this issue, we have
highlighted some of those who got involved, but FvH
would like to thank everyone who participated and
made the month such a success.
February also saw a dramatic increase in the number of
LGBT supporters’ groups established, including the very
first official group formed by a club, Tottenham
Hotspur FC. Alongside the Gay Football
Supporters’ Network (GFSN), FvH is fully
committed to increasing the number of
these groups that will represent LGBT
fans, as well as providing a voice for
those who believe football should be
inclusive and open to all, regardless of
gender and sexuality.
Unfortunately, recently we have also seen the
violent side of the beautiful game rear its ugly head.
Showan Shattak, the prominent Swedish campaigner
against homophobia in football and a member of the
Malmö Ultras, was brutally attacked on March 8th and
he is still fighting for his life a month later after suffering
multiple stab wounds.
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The Swedish media have reported the violent assault
as an anti-Jewish hate crime rather than a homophobic
attack, but the fact remains that a leading antihomophobia campaigner has suffered at the hands of
those in society who are violently opposed to anyone
different to them. Everyone at FvH wishes Showan
the very best in his battle against the injuries that he
suffered, and hope that he makes a full and speedy
recovery.
I’m grateful to Ian Cusack and Pete Marshall (Issue 2)
and Joe Taylor (page 13) for submitting their articles for
publication this year. I would like this to be a fanzine for
all, and that means more contributions from those of
you who watch football and read Stand Out! Please send
any articles, pieces of creative writing, photos and other
submissions to fans@footballvhomophobia.com
Finally, April 2014 sees the 25th anniversary of
the Hillsborough disaster, and the start of
the fresh inquests into the deaths of the
96 Liverpool fans so tragically lost on that
fateful afternoon in Sheffield. As someone
who witnessed the terrible events unfold,
from the Leppings Lane stand above the
terrace that claimed all those souls, my
thoughts are with the families at this time,
and in the months ahead.
The whole FvH team wishes you well and hopes that
your long campaign for justice, and the new inquests,
will deliver the sound verdict that you deserve.
Phil Moss, editor
(pictured above right with Paul Lorraine)

Please note that the opinions expressed by contributors in this fanzine do not necessarily represent the opinions of the FvH
campaign or its members. We aim to provide a platform for useful engagement with fans’ issues and experiences.
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The campaign month began, as reported in the last
Stand Out!, at Crystal Palace FC’s Selhurst Park when the
Crystal Palace FC Foundation hosted the official launch
that was attended by the leading organisations in the
game – the FA, the Football League and the PFA.
#FvH2014 turned into the strongest month in the
campaign’s history, with over half of the 92 professional
clubs in England and Wales actively supporting Football
v Homophobia. It was especially pleasing to see 15
Premier League clubs support the campaign, alongside
32 clubs from the Football League and 21 non-league
and women’s teams. The number of clubs increases each
year, and it is hoped that in 2015 over 100 clubs will
participate.
All those who participated in #FvH2014 are listed on
page 8, and two clubs – Manchester City and Millwall
– have been highlighted in this issue for their strong
support for FvH that extends from the boardroom
through the dressing room to the stands. Many thanks
to those other clubs who designated home games as
their FvH match, including Bradford City, Brentford,
Chesterfield, Derby County, Exeter City, Gillingham,
Heaton Stannington, Hereford United, Huddersfield
Town, Oldham Athletic, Southend United, and York
City; hopefully many more will do likewise next year.

world, including her working environment. However,
inspired by the positive response to Tom Daley’s
coming out YouTube video, she decided that it was
“time for me to stand up and tell my story.”

In many ways, the highlight of the campaign month was
the decision of England Women’s captain Casey Stoney
to come out on February 10th. In an interview with BBC
Sport, which was widely reported by the UK’s leading
newspapers, Casey explained why she had decided to
come out: “Now is the time because I’m in a loving
relationship where I feel strong, I feel safe and I don’t
care what people think any more.”

“I am pleased that the majority
of teams in the top tier of English
football and the FA have backed the
Football vs Homophobia campaign.
Football is our national sport and we
must do all we can to tackle any sort
of discrimination in the game. I hope
the campaign continues to go from
strength to strength.”

“We know that our clubs are
committed to equality in the game,
and are extremely pleased to see that
our endorsement of the Football v
Homophobia campaign is helping
clubs to find simple ways of taking
action to encourage diversity
throughout the sport.”

- Helen Grant MP, Minister for Sport,
Tourism and Equalities

- Cathy Long, FA Premier League

Stoney said that “it’s about making sure we live in a
world where it’s [being gay] accepted” and added:
“I feel it’s really important for me to speak out as a
gay player because there are so many young people
struggling with being gay. You hear about people
taking their own lives because they’re homosexual
and that should never happen. They should never
feel those pressures. How can I expect other people
to come out and speak about themselves if I’m not
willing to do that myself?”

While Stoney’s sexuality was an open secret within
the game – “I’ve never hidden it within football circles
because it is accepted” – she wasn’t out to the wider

“We’re delighted to see so many
clubs – across the professional and
grassroots games – getting involved
in Football v Homophobia’s 2014
month of action and taking a stand
against homophobia, biphobia
and transphobia. The FA believes
that everyone, whatever their
background, should be able to enjoy
participating in football free from
fear of discrimination and abuse.
Congratulations to FvH for their hard
work on the 2014 campaign.”

“The PFA fully supports the Football
v Homophobia campaign and we
have been delighted to see so many
players backing the campaign and
supporting LGBT inclusion during
the February month of action.”
- Simone Pound, Head of Equalities,
Professional Footballers Association

- Alex Horne, FA General Secretary
3
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As a result of Stoney’s decision to come out, soon after
Thomas Hitzlsperger did the same, the FvH campaign
and the wider issue enjoyed extensive media coverage
throughout February, with interviews on the BBC and
Sky News alongside many positive and encouraging
articles. FvH also organised a successful media seminar
that was hosted by the BBC at Broadcasting House
(details on page 19), and LA Galaxy’s Robbie Rogers
was the cover star of attitude magazine where he
discussed the rollercoaster that has been his life since
he came out twelve months ago.

MANCHESTER CITY FC
“We’re proud to be supporting the
Football v Homophobia campaign.
We hope that it sends out a
message that there is no place for
discrimination in football, nor in any
sport.”
- Vincent Kompany, Manchester City

“People are more comfortable talking
about it and coming out, and it’s
important that Millwall play their
part, which they are.”
- Danny Shittu, Millwall

MILLWALL FC
No one likes Millwall, apparently, and it appears that
they don’t care, but they do care when it comes to
strongly supporting Football v Homophobia. Last year,
when they played Brighton & Hove Albion at the Amex
Stadium, the Lions signed the Government’s ‘Charter
for Action against Homophobia and Transphobia
in Sport’ alongside the home team, and this season
Millwall designated their home game against Brighton
on March 1st as their FvH match.

Millwall were the first and, to our knowledge, the only
club to record an official video in support of FvH that
featured first team players Danny Shittu and Shane
Lowry, and Millwall Lionesses’ Emma Whitter. Emma’s
contribution was particularly moving as she is openly
gay and she talked about her experience when she
came out, and her concern that she would lose her
mother and the rest of her family when she told them.
Since the release of the video, Emma has received many
positive comments and her message has provided a
role model for players and supporters alike.

The “Noisy Neighbours” were the highest placed club
in England & Wales to prominently support this year’s
FvH campaign. The 2012 English Champions wore the
FvH t-shirts during the warm-up prior to taking on
Stoke City at the Etihad Stadium on February 22nd,
and the matchday programme featured an article in
support of FvH alongside publications on the club’s
official website and social media channels.
But it’s not just on a single matchday, or during the
campaign month, that City support their LGBT fans,
the LGBT community and back the various campaigns
that promote inclusivity in football. They work with the
Gay Football Supporters’ Network (GFSN) - they host
GFSN’s Cup Final at Hyde FC’s ground (where City’s
Elite Development Squad play the majority of their
home games) - and support Village Manchester FC, a
gay team that plays in the Manchester Accountants
Football League Premier Division. MCFC provide
VMFC’s kits, and every year their team photo is taken
at the Etihad Stadium. City are also supporting the
newly-formed Canal Street Blues LGBT supporters’
group.

“Being gay myself, FvH is close to my
heart and it’s important that people
back us because it’s not easy coming
out, especially for men and some
women as well.”
- Emma Whitter, Millwall Lionesses

“If someone at Millwall came out,
it would be widely accepted, in my
opinion, by all the lads. For the good
of the game, if someone did come
out in football, they would get the
support they needed.”
- Shane Lowry, Millwall

You can watch the Millwall FC video here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcLBE9LLDKQ

Mikey Collins, Secretary of the Millwall For All Trust,
organised the community activities surrounding the
game, and was fulsome in his praise of Andy Ambler,
Millwall’s Chief Executive: “We have always had
fantastic support from the club, through Andy, for all
our initiatives, and the FvH match was no exception.”
Both Millwall and Brighton players wore the FvH
t-shirts during the pre-match warm-up, and the club
included an article in the matchday programme and
on the website, and announcements in support of FvH
were read out to the crowd.
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#FVH2014 COMPETITION
WINNER
During the campaign month, we offered the prize
of two tickets to Arsenal vs Sunderland courtesy of
Arsenal in the Community’s support of FvH. We asked
fans to submit approximately 200 words in answer to
the question: “What does Football v Homophobia
mean to you?”
We were delighted with the response that we received,
and the winner of the tickets was Peter Williams who
wrote the following:
“Taking action and standing up against prejudice and
discrimination from grassroots level to the Premier
League. From a personal level, I have experienced
homophobic taunts on the pitch, just because of
my hairstyle. I received support from my teammates
that helped enable me to hold my head high, and a
referee who, in the past, sent a player off for using
homophobic words towards me. However, in other
games, the referee has heard the insults, and ignored
them. Homophobia is sadly present in football, not

#FVH2014 PARTICIPANTS

just at my grassroots level, but in the top level. I recall
not long ago reading a newspaper article that believed
that Arsenal’s Olivier Giroud could “incite trouble
from the terraces” for doing a photo shoot for the gay
magazine Tetu. We can change, and things like the
photo shoot should be encouraged. The Football v
Homophobia campaign, to me, promotes everything
that I believe in, and the support that I have received
from my teammates on the pitch. However, more can
still be done and FvH also rightly promotes education
and training that is certainly needed, particularly in
the case of the referee who turned a blind eye and the
newspaper’s response to the photo shoot for a gay
magazine. Together we must unite, and FvH helps me
believe I am not alone.”

PREMIER LEAGUE

NON LEAGUE

Arsenal FC
Aston Villa FC
Chelsea FC
Crystal Palace FC
Everton FC
Fulham FC
Liverpool FC
Manchester City FC
Manchester United FC
Newcastle United FC
Stoke City FC
Sunderland AFC
Tottenham Hotspur FC
West Ham United FC
West Bromwich Albion FC

Good work Peter, and we hope that your experience on
the pitch continues to improve. Special mentions go
to Alex Estrin, Andrew Lawal and Danielle Watson for
their submissions, and we trust that Peter enjoyed his
afternoon at the Emirates, courtesy of Arsenal FC and
Arsenal in the Community.

FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AFC Wimbledon
Bradford City AFC
Brentford FC
Brighton and Hove Albion FC
Burton Albion FC
Chesterfield FC
Colchester United FC
Coventry City FC
Derby County Football Club
Doncaster Rovers FC
Exeter City FC
Gillingham FC
Huddersfield Town FC
Leyton Orient FC
Mansfield Town FC
Millwall FC
MK Dons FC
Northampton Town FC
Oldham Athletic FC
Oxford United FC
Portsmouth FC
Queens Park Rangers FC
Reading FC
Scunthorpe United FC
Sheffield United FC
Sheffield Wednesday FC
Southend United FC
Tranmere Rovers FC
Walsall FC
Watford FC
Wycombe Wanderers FC
York City FC
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AFC Crowley
Baughurst AFC
Bexley Invicta FC
Biggleswade United FC
Castlecroft Rangers FC
Ciren Town FC
Coalville Town FC
Erith & Belvedere FC
FC Glasgow
FC United of Manchester
Fisher FC
Haverhill Rovers FC
Heaton Stannington FC
Hereford United FC
Heybridge Swifts FC
Oxford City FC
Rudheath Social FC
Tewkesbury Town FC
United Glasgow FC
Weobly FC
West Midlands Police FC
Woking Town FC

COUNTY FAs

Berks & Bucks FA
Cheshire County FA
Derbyshire FA
Dorset County FA
Essex County FA
Hampshire FA
Herefordshire FA
Kent County FA
Manchester FA
Staffordshire FA
Surrey County FA
Sussex County FA
West Riding County FA

WOMEN’S SUPER
LEAGUE
Arsenal Ladies FC
Millwall Lionesses LFC

WOMEN’S STEPS

Derby County LFC
Faversham Town Elizabethans FC
Gillingham Ladies FC
Liverpool Feds Ladies Football Team
QPR Ladies FC

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
SUPPORT OF FOOTBALL V
HOMOPHOBIA!
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The recent Channel 4 Dispatches documentary ‘Hate
on the Terraces’ provided yet more evidence of the
continued presence of racism and homophobia in
and outside the football grounds of England. Using
undercover reporters and secret filming, the programme
featured incidents from three Brighton & Hove Albion
matches in the first half of the 2013/14 season.
A couple of weeks into the season, the Crown
Prosecution Service issued “robust new guidelines” to
tackle homophobia in football, and yet the very next
day, on Saturday 24 August 2013, Dispatches filmed
some Burnley fans in the away end at the Amex Stadium
chanting “Town full of gay boys”, “Up the arse my Lord,
up the arse; Oh Lord, up the arse” and “Town full of
benders” at the Brighton supporters.
These chants came from a section of the Burnley fans
who were standing just a couple of metres from a
police officer, and yet no action was taken against those
chanting abuse. After the match, Sussex Police reported
that no incidents of homophobic abuse had been
recorded at the game, and no warnings, ejections or
arrests occurred.
Three months later, the Dispatches team travelled to
the DW Stadium and filmed some Wigan Athletic
fans in their home game against the Seagulls. Again,
homophobic abuse rained down from a section of the
home fans towards the Brighton supporters…
“You gay bastards”
“Get bumming him boys”
“Gayboy”
“You fucking dick sucking twats”
“Do you take it up the arse?”
“Does your boyfriend know you’re here?”
“We can see you holding hands”
Fifteen minutes from the end of the game, the Dispatches
journalist discussed the abuse with a steward...
Steward: “They’ve been chanting that but we’ve been to
the back and we’ve sort of told them”
Reporter: “You had a word with them did you?”
Steward: “Yeah, we went to the back”
The reporter was informed that one family had been

UEFA recently indicated a shift change in attitude
from the football authorities to the issue of
homophobic chanting when they found the current
European Champions FC Bayern München guilty of
“discriminatory behaviour” when a small group of
their supporters displayed a homophobic banner,
directed at the Arsenal’s German international Mesut
Özil, in the recent Champions League game at the
Allianz Arena against the Gunners. UEFA’s punishment
– a €10,000 fine plus closure of a section of the Allianz
for their Champions League Quarter Final 2nd Leg
game against Manchester United – may not seem
that strong, but it is the highest penalty that UEFA has
levied on a club found guilty of homophobic abuse.

ejected from the ground for chanting homophobic
abuse, but as the reporter commented, it still continued
right to the end of the match: “It’s a long way home you
faggots”.
Overall, Dispatches secretly filmed 20 homophobic
incidents directed at Brighton fans in just three matches
– Burnley (H), QPR (A), Wigan (A) – that spanned a
3-month period at the start of this season. But after the
programme was broadcast, Liz Costa, Vice-Chairwoman
of the Brighton & Hove Albion Supporters’ Club,
described Dispatches as “misleading” and said that
behaviour inside grounds for Brighton’s matches was
“better than ever”.

FvH Co-Director Lou Englefield said: “We believe
that this shows a consistency in approach by
UEFA in dealing with all forms of discrimination.
UEFA is sending a strong message that no form of
discrimination will be tolerated in European football
and that LGBT fans and players deserve to enjoy the
game free from prejudice.”

She added: “A couple of years ago it would be whole
sections of the away end directing homophobic abuse
at us but now, as shown by Dispatches, it is just very
small numbers and supporters have become better at
self-policing. For example, when we played Birmingham
earlier this season, one of their own supporters notified
our stewards about homophobic abuse from fellow fans
and that’s great to see.”
However, even if the incidents of homophobic chanting
and the number of those perpetrating the abuse at
Brighton matches is reducing, the fact that it still occurs
remains extremely depressing, and the lack of action
taken by the stewards and police, as documented by
Dispatches, is very disappointing.
Previously, I would have assumed, if the chants had been
of a racist rather than homophobic nature, that the
stewards and police would have acted differently, but the
second half of the Dispatches programme proved that
belief to be extremely misguided; if anything, the lack
of action against the racist chants was worse because it
happened with police officers standing right next to the
offending fans.
In my opinion, Dispatches highlighted, in just 30 minutes
of television, how much work there is still to be done
to tackle the underlying bigotry and vitriol that exists
amongst thousands of football fans, and within wider
society, in this country.
Phil Moss
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It’s a particular shame that this incident occurred at
Bayern München because the club’s LGBT fans’ group
Queerpass Bayern has worked extremely hard over
a number of years to try and ensure that this type
of behaviour is unacceptable at the Allianz Arena.
Hopefully the fine and partial closure of the stadium
will make those Bayern fans responsible think twice
about their homophobic behaviour in the future.
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It was extremely pleasing to see that six more fans’
groups were established during February, at Ipswich
Town, Liverpool, Reading, Southampton, Tottenham
Hotspur, and West Ham United.

supporters on their list, but when the meeting took
place, over 50 fans attended. It was an overwhelmingly
positive meeting which attendees described as an
“amazing experience” and “very emotional”.

Alongside the Gay Gooners, Canal Street Blues and
Proud Canaries, it’s great to see formal groups of
supporters who support LGBT inclusion in their own
clubs being established. Hopefully this momentum will
encourage more LGBT fans to get together and form a
group at their own club.

The initial members of the group held a discussion
after the meeting to democratically choose a name
and identity for the group, and Proud Lilywhites was
born! As an official supporters’ association of THFC, a
constitution was required and GFSN has worked hard
with the Proud Lilywhites to write a constitution that is
currently with the club for ratification.

The group at Spurs is unique as it’s the first in the
country to be established by the club as an official
group for LGBT supporters, and following a discussion
with Leviathen Hendricks, the Fangroups Coordinator
for the Gay Football Supporters’ Network (GFSN),
Stand Out! reflects on the launch of the Proud
Lilywhites.

PROUD LILYWHITES
The initiative for the establishment of Proud Lilywhites
resulted from the Stonewall ‘Rainbow Laces’ campaign
in September 2013, after which the campaigning
charity shared with GFSN a list of clubs that had
expressed interest in becoming involved with the
various campaigns to rid football of homophobia.
GFSN’s membership list of 850 contained details of
the various clubs that its members supported, and
the two lists were matched up to produce a ‘target
list’ of clubs to approach. Number one target was
Tottenham Hotspur, and when the club was contacted,
it responded the same day to express an interest in
establishing an LGBT group.
GFSN then sent out a message to all those members
who were registered as Spurs supporters, and there
was an immediate enthusiasm to work with the club in
order to create a group.
THFC agreed to host an initial meeting at White Hart
Lane to discuss the feasibility of establishing a group,
and to begin a dialogue with the fans. GFSN had 30

Proud Lilywhites was officially launched on Thursday
February 27th at Tottenham’s home UEFA Europe
League game against FC Dnipro, and the club included
a two-page article in the matchday programme
announcing the formation of the group. Spurs legend
Ledley King was on-hand to pose pitchside with some
of the founding members of the group, alongside the
PFA’s Terry Angus.
Leviathen Hendricks commented: “It’s brilliant that
Tottenham Hotspur have become the first club to
launch an official LGBT supporters’ group. Already
membership of Proud Lilywhites has grown to 70 fans,
and I’m sure that more will follow. GFSN is currently
working with Aston Villa, QPR and Sunderland to assist
in the formation of their supporters’ groups, and with
those already established this season, this is a real step
forward in the recognition of LGBT supporters in the
game.”
Leviathen added that GFSN strongly believes that “any
LGBT group should be inclusive rather than exclusive,
and all supporters who believe in equal rights for all
football fans should be encouraged to join the groups,
whether they are straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual or
transgender.”
GFSN, alongside FvH, supports the formation of all
LGBT supporters’ groups, whether they begin as an
initiative from an individual fan or from the club itself.
For more information about GFSN, please visit
www.gfsn.org.uk
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The old cliché goes that a football club is nothing
without its fans. Take the same principle, and the
Premier League is nothing without the clubs. But when
the players, the supporters and the league all work
together to fight discrimination, there’s one crucial
absentee.

Football clubs have to take a proactive stance in both
voicing and backing their support to combat an issue
that has existed in the game for too long. For many
years, clubs have simply been too cautious in their
approach to make an effective difference. Stonewall’s
campaign for players to wear rainbow coloured laces
as a show of support for gay colleagues was actively
In the fight against discrimination, the only way that
dismissed and discouraged by several Premier League
true progress can be made is with the support of
clubs and largely questioned by many others. While
everyone involved in the beautiful game. Homophobia supporting the initiative would have been a token
has more often than not been an issue that clubs are
gesture in reality, it would have sent a clear signal to
happy to fight in spirit, but in reality are found lacking players and supporters alike. Regardless of the specifics
in their conviction.
of the campaign, if clubs had been unanimous in their
backing of initiative, the
Channel 4’s
message would have been
“Football clubs have to take a
recent Dispatches
made explicitly clear.
documentary
Any employer has a
proactive stance in both voicing and
into homophobic
responsibility to their
backing their support to combat an
abuse in football
employees to listen
issue
that
has
existed
in
the
game
had numerous
to their concerns and
for too long. For many years, clubs
examples of club
make their working
staff and stewards
environment a safe
have simply been too cautious in
simply turning
place for them. Likewise,
their
approach
to
make
an
effective
a blind eye to
football clubs have a duty
difference.”
sections of the
of care to support their
crowd that chant
players in their place of
homophobic
work, and to create a safe
abuse. In the
atmosphere for their fans.
cases where clubs have apprehended supporters, the
punishments have rarely gone beyond a limited term
It’s the duty of the club management and those
stadium ban and a fine. Many more supporters are
involved working in and around the team to make the
guilty and yet prosecutions are still a rarity. There’s
dressing room an environment in which sexuality isn’t
no use in clubs re-iterating their support for tackling
an issue. The dressing room is based around a team
discrimination in any form if the action isn’t there to
playing and fighting for each other, where differences
support it.
between players become irrelevant. Sexual orientation

isn’t a concern for employers across the country –
why should football be any different?
Even if the sanctity of the dressing room is too
difficult for some clubs to engage with, they can
still work to ensure the workplace around them
is supportive of gay employees. Leeds United
and Manchester City have received support from
Stonewall for taking steps to become a gay-friendly
employer. Ideally, there would be no distinction
between the sexuality of employees within the team
and within the club.
To be clear, this isn’t about demonising clubs or
making an example of certain teams. In fighting
homophobia, it’s vital that supporters, players,
clubs and the FA present a united front, where no
compromise is acceptable. Fighting discrimination
in all forms requires everyone involved in football
to actively make an effort to change attitudes. Gay
players have the right to know that they have the
unwavering support of their club, their colleagues
and their fans.
In my opinion, it’s about time that clubs in the
Premiership and Football League gave their words
some substance.
Joe Taylor @jpttaylor
Joe is a West Ham United supporter and the Sports
Editor at Wessex Scene: http://wessexscene.co.uk
Editor’s note: While FvH supports the idea of an
Allies Campaign that makes visible the support of all
players for LGBT inclusion, we did have some criticism
of the delivery of the ‘Rainbow Laces’ campaign.
Our response to the campaign can be found at:
http://www.footballvhomophobia.com/football-vhomophobia-statement-regarding-the-rainbow-lacescampaign/
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This year, thirteen County FAs supported and
participated in the FvH campaign, an important and
welcome contribution from the grassroots level of
the game. Stand Out! is going to highlight the work
undertaken by the County FAs, and in this issue we
focus upon longstanding supporters of the campaign,
Sussex County FA.
Sussex County FA is a prominent supporter of the FvH
campaign throughout the year, and not just during our
campaign month. It has a permanent FvH advertising
board that is proudly displayed alongside the pitch
at their Lancing headquarters, and the Government’s
‘Charter for Action against Homophobia and
Transphobia in Sport’ hangs in reception, which the
County FA signed in February this year.
When he signed the Charter, Sussex County FA
Chairman Mathew Major said: “We want the game to
be accessible by as many people as possible, regardless
of race, religion, disability, gender or sexuality. This
Charter will go a long way to welcoming a section of
the community who want to play football.
“I hate discrimination of all kinds and will do my best
whilst I am Chairman, to champion all sections of
our community. This Charter, which clearly sets out
our aims, will go a long way to making our game a
welcome place for everyone.”
Alongside the signing of the Charter, Sussex County
FA has also established a ‘Local Football AntiDiscrimination Panel’ that has been introduced
with much support throughout the county. The
Panel will assist with the adjudication of disciplinary
charges against participants for breaches of discipline
that include discrimination on the grounds of the
protected characteristics: age; race; gender; disability;
mental health; faith; sexual orientation and gender
reassignment.

•

Ken Benham, Chief Executive at the Sussex County FA,
commenting on the introduction of the panel, said:
“This demonstrates to all players and supporters that
we are taking these issues seriously and are committed
to eradicate this unacceptable behaviour in football.”

•
•

During the FvH campaign month, Sussex County
FA used the FvH branding across all the local media
channels, as well as its own website, Facebook page
and Twitter feed. Staff were featured wearing the FvH
campaign t-shirts, and numerous news stories and
press releases were published highlighting the work
that was undertaken throughout the county.

•
•

Sussex County FA are now focused on building upon
their work to further raise the profile of the FvH
campaign in the county. They are currently finalising
their plans for the next twelve months which include
working with local businesses and, in a move that could
be successful across the country, are looking to team
up with their local universities. With thousands of
students involved in varsity football clubs throughout
the UK, and many more worldwide, this is certainly a
demographic that would benefit the FvH campaign in
the short, medium and long term.

The County FA also invested in the FvH campaign
by producing a number of A2-sized placards that
were used throughout February, including photo
opportunities with the men’s first team squad and
women’s team at Brighton & Hove Albion FC, as well
as players at other clubs, staff and England Women’s
internationals Siobhan Chamberlain and captain Casey
Stoney who were promoting the FIFA World Cup
Qualifier against Montenegro. Just a few days after the
photos were published, Casey came out.

SUSSEX COUNTY FA
ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•

•

Displayed FvH posters throughout their
headquarters
Worked closely with their professional club,
Brighton & Hove Albion, to promote the FvH
campaign
Used the England vs Montenegro women’s
international match to promote the FvH campaign
Distributed FvH leaflets and postcards at various
meetings and events held in February
Utilised all media and social media outlets to
promote the FvH campaign, including staff email
signatures, Facebook and Twitter background
images

Editor’s note: I’m extremely grateful to Darren Ford,
Sussex County FA’s Marketing and Communications
Officer, for his time, and to all the staff at Sussex County
FA for their support of FvH.

Signed the Government’s Charter for Action
against Homophobia and Transphobia in Sport
Established the ‘Local Football Anti-Discrimination
Panel’
Players from both teams wore the FvH t-shirts
prior to the County Cup Final
Included a double-page feature about the FvH
campaign in all programmes for the County Cup
Finals and County FA representative matches
during February
Created ten A2 placards featuring FvH logo
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This year, in partnership with FARE, FvH distributed
12 small grants to projects across Europe tackling
homophobia in the game. Grants were allocated across
12 different counties and included a youth football
tournament in the UK, a youth football education
workshop with children and parents in Macedonia, a
round table for LGBTI+ groups in Greece, an LGBTI+
football tournament in Poland, an anti-homophobia
tournament in Israel and a street football fair in Italy.
Claudia Krobitzsch, FARE’s Programmes Coordinator,
explains why they got involved: “FARE believes in
common efforts to tackle all forms of discrimination
in football to bring about a positive change. We
have been working with FvH for a couple of years
and during our joint Football Fans v Homophobia
conference last year, it transpired that more support
for grassroots initiatives is needed to tackle the issue.
Through offering the LGBTI+ grants, we sought to
boost small initiatives across Europe and propel
networking among them to build a strong movement.”
Here we give a snapshot into three of the projects that
were funded:

FC Chrząszczyki, Poland
In order to raise awareness about the issue of
homophobia in football, and sport in general, in
Poland, a tournament took place in Warsaw in

March 2014. Organised by FC Chrząszczyki, the
football tournament featured 12 teams and over
120 participants, and enabled LGBTI+ people to get
involved in football.

Committee, and the official Italian sports federations
who do not explicitly state that they are against
discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation in
their statutes.

The groups for the competition were named after
four extremely significant non-heteronormative
players – Eudy Simelane, Lily Parr, Megan Rapinoe,
Johnny ‘Jayieh’ Saelua – and each of their biographies
were published in the tournament brochure and
promotional literature.

During ‘NoDiSex’, the Piazza Castello was plastered
with banners in support of LGBTI+ associations and
flyers were distributed to those attending the events, as
well as to people who were simply passing through the
square. Vicenza’s Major was in attendance, as were the
local press and television, and extensive coverage was
provided of the events and the various speeches that
were delivered by local sports associations, Veneto’s
LGBTI+ groups and other organisations including those
from the anti-racist movement.

Alongside the football action, the club organised a
range of social activities and held an exhibition of
Marta Kochanek’s photographs – “We make, we
love, we exist” – that includes portraits of Polish
homosexual families. A leaflet that describes the
‘Supporters Against Homophobia’ initiative was
specially translated into Polish and printed by FSE for
distribution at the tournament, alongside educational
materials that were provided by FvH and the Never
Again Association.

On February 16th, KulSport organised a tournament
in Cetinje for 50 under-12 boys and girls from four
schools, providing transport to the venue and
refreshments. Once the football had been completed,
all the children and their parents took part in a
workshop that explored the difficulties that are faced
by people with different sexual orientations, and the
session was covered by local television.

The timing of the tournament was particularly
appropriate as in the weeks leading up to competition
day, right-wing politicians and members of the
Catholic Church had begun a large campaign against
gender and sexual orientation equality.

We wish KulSport continued success with their
innovative approach.

‘NoDiSex’ in Vicenza,
Polisportiva, Italy

Members of the club should take great credit
for organising such an enjoyable and effective
tournament, especially against the political backdrop
that occurred, and it is hoped that their message
continues to gain more support in Poland.

On Saturday 15 February 2014, a ‘NoDiSex’ (No to
Sexual Discrimination) day was held in Piazza Castello,
Vicenza’s central square. A number of activities took
place, including a parkour training workshop delivered
by ‘Next Area Parkour’, a demonstration of the sport
of Muay Thai by ‘Palestra Independiente’, and juggling
shows by ‘Murga Saltimbanco’. The centrepiece event
was a Street Soccer tournament that contained mixed
teams of female and male players, gay and straight.

KulSport, Montenegro
KulSport uses football to educate Montenegrin
children and their parents by organising tournaments
that include workshops. The mixture of offering
children the opportunity to play football, and then
to talk to them about people having the same rights
irrespective of skin colour, nationality or sexual
orientation, is having an impact on society and its
values.

The event was staged to coincide with the Sochi
Winter Olympic Games, to show solidarity with Russia’s
LGBTI+ people against President Putin’s homophobic
laws, and targeted Coni, the Italian Olympic
17
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The event was an outstanding success and hopefully
is one that will be repeated in squares the length and
breadth of Italy, and further afield in Europe.

Further Grants Available
FARE has just launched the Football People Event
grants for the Football People Action Weeks that will
take place from 9-23 October 2014. Grants of up to
€3000 are available and FARE welcomes bids from
LGBTI+ groups. More information can be found at:
http://www.farenet.org/news/football-people-eventsgrants-launched/
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LOOKING AHEAD
As ever, our work will continue over the rest of this season, and beyond. Some of our ongoing projects include:

•

• Delivering training to scholars at clubs
• Working with Community Foundations to integrate LGBT inclusion
• Running community engagement projects in partnership with clubs
• Offering advice and guidance to the authorities, clubs, county FAs and fans
Supporting fans and fans groups to get involved in the campaign to tackle homophobia, biphobia and
transphobia in football

Issue 4 of Stand Out! will further highlight some of our work, but we also want to learn about the work that your
club or organisation carries out, and to hear your views.
Please get in touch via email - fans@footballvhomophobia.com

On February 12th I was invited to take part in a
seminar on Gender, Sexuality and Sport, convened
by Football v Homophobia and hosted at BBC New
Broadcasting House. The aim of the event was to
help journalists communicate more effectively about
LGBT issues within football; a topic which, given the
recent comings-out of high-profile players such as
England women’s captain Casey Stoney and Germany’s
Thomas Hitzlsperger, is very much in the news at
present. The evening - facilitated by Megan WorthingDavies, co-director of Football v Homophobia - was a
careful blend of interactive group exercises and panel
discussion, the latter led by Juliet Jacques, a journalist
most acclaimed for her work with The Guardian and
The New Statesman.
The evening had several heartening features - most
immediately, the number and the diversity of the
attendees - and the most rewarding of all was the
depth of the conversation. The highlight of the night,
in my view, was the address given by Juliet Jacques, in
which she gave a thorough history of the context in
which LGBT footballers have played the game both at
professional level and at its grassroots, with thoughtful
and thorough guidance as to how their stories should
be covered in the media. Though there is some
progress to be made, it was encouraging to see the

swiftly growing sophistication with which mainstream
journalists are covering this topic, with the negative
examples being the exception rather than the rule.
The greatest strength of this Football v Homophobia
event, which I graded in my evaluation as excellent,
was that it brought together a group of writers and
other sports professionals with a passion for positive
change in this area. Not only was it a great networking
opportunity, but it also reminded us of the humble
roots from which major and decisive progress can
be achieved - most notably, the Justin Campaign of
which Juliet Jacques was one of the spearheads. I am
excited to see which initiatives Football v Homophobia
inspires and supports next, as well as the work that
it currently carries out within its own auspices. I fully
endorse the vital steps that they are taking, and I
have every faith that they will have success in their
long-term mission: to make football a welcoming
environment for any athlete, regardless of their
sexuality.
Musa Okwonga
Musa is an author, broadcaster, and communications
adviser
http://www.okwonga.com/

@FvHtweets
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